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ALICIA OLATUJA
Quotes
"[a] singer with a strong, lustrous tone and an amiably regal presence onstage."
- The New York Times
"Olatuja posses a special instrument: a full-bodied tone, precise pitch and personal
engagement at the lowest whisper or highest wail."
- Geoffrey Himes, Downbeat Magazine
"The young lady was breathtaking... fantastic... unreal."
- The View (ABC)
"Vocally, Olatuja has a salt-of-the-earth voice and genuine embrace of the lyric— she’s
like a rebooted Lizz Wright, but with her own sense of majesty. There’s her gospel soul
combined with riveting storytelling style that pours joy, heartache and optimism."
- Nick Bewsey, ICON Magazine
"Brooklyn-based vocalist Alicia Olatuja tells stories about life and time through her
music. In fact her album, Timeless, is her way of expressing how the concept of time
impacts us all."
- Essence Magazine
“Brooklyn gives birth to new musical star, singer Alicia Olatuja."
- The New York Daily News
"A Voice that Captivates."
- Nick Bewsey, BSC News (France)
"Olatuja’s is a voice to remember as is an album that is so full of well-considered and
convincingly interpreted love songs."
- Stephen Graham, Marlbank (Ireland)
“Dianne Reeves recognized that one of the most thrilling vocalists of today was actually
sitting in the audience: Alicia Olatuja. Giving Alicia a shout-out between songs, Reeves
acknowledged the up-and-coming star’s breathtaking performance at President
Obama’s inauguration and predicted great things ahead for her.”
- Jeff Tamarkin, Associate Editor, Jazz Times

"Her command is inspiring, her sense of pure performance goes without saying, and her
technical prowess is magnificent."
- Jordan Richardson, Something Else Reviews
"Her vocal tone has shades of blues, soul, and gospel. Elegantly delivered and vibrant
in color, her voice has an eternal beauty that transcends the dividing lines made by
generations and music genres."
- Susan Frances, Blogcritics
"There is none like vocalist Alicia Olatuja. It is no secret that she is rapidly acquiring a
very huge fan base. She is magnificent!"
- Esther Callens, Birmingham Times
“This young woman was flawless!”
- Dianne Reeves
"Occasionally, a voice comes along that stops you in your tracks, Alicia Olatuja
possesses one of those voices. On her second recording, Timeless, you hear what
incredible command she has of that voice. To hear this effort is to be witness to
something truly awesome and inspiring."
- Glenn Daniels, The Jazz Page
"One does not listen to Alicia Olatuja to get down with the music but instead to
remember what the human voice is capable of when trained to a fare thee well. We'll be
hearing one hell of a lot more from this young lady…and for a very long time."
- Mark S. Turner, FAME Review
“And that solo is what had many people talking.”
- CBS (NewYork)
"I especially enjoyed the lovely Alicia Olatuja’s singing. Everyone is great, but she is the
Queen.”
- Monty Alexander
“Alicia Olatuja: The voice of history.”
- Amsterdam News
"You simply won't believe your ears and all you senses when this lady sings."
- Grady Harp, Amazon.com (5 stars) Vine Voice, Top 100 Reviewer, Hall of Fame
"Alicia Olatuja [has] a strong, robust and yet crystal clear voice. “Timeless” is one of the
most promising vocal debuts of the past several years.
- Matthias Kirsch, Gina Loves Jazz (Germany)
I don't usually get clammed up, to say the least. Her voice leaves me speechless.
Consider me clammed right now. Her voice is rather incredible.
- Gapplegate Music Review

